Pilot Prroficiency Program

Level III
Level III is an advanced intermed
diate level of proficiencyy and complletion of thiss level takes the
pilot to th
he level of a pilot capablle of perform
ming all Upri
right Flight sskills. Intrinnsic to this leevel
is successfully completing all com
mponents off both Level II, and I andd then advanncing to the
ability to
o control the Helicopter in
i all uprightt orientationns.
Maneuver
M
Description
D
A.
A Completee Level I & II
I
B.
B Nose-in - Hover
1. Tak
ke-off from the
t landing area
a (a 36” oor 1 meter ciircle) to an eeye-level hovver;
hold
h
momen
ntarily.
2. Eith
her Pirouettee or Fly and stop in the N
Nose-in conddition, the prreferred metthod
is
i to Pirouettte to nose-in
n.
3. Holld in the Stattionary Nosee-in Hover ffor one (1) m
minute.
4. Thee Stationary Hover shoulld give the aappearance oof being under total conttrol.
5. Lan
nd with the skids
s
compleetely within the landing area.
C.
C Nose-in - Circle
1. Tak
ke-off, movee into a Nosee-in Hover, hhold hover fo
for five (5) seeconds.
2. Mo
ove the helico
opter to the right,
r
keepinng the tail poointed away from the pillot,
in
i a circle arround the pillot, until the helicopter iis hovering oover the takee-off
point.
p
3. Mo
ove the Heliccopter to the left, repeatinng step 2 abbove.
D.
D Nose-in - Take-off
1. Witth the Helico
opter in the landing
l
areaa, and the pilot standing a SAFE distance,
in
i front of th
he helicopterr.
2. Tak
ke-off into a Nose-in hov
ver
E.
E Nose-in - Landing
1. Fro
om a Stationaary Nose-in Hover.
2. Lan
nd while stilll Nose-in, with
w the skidss completelyy within the llanding areaa.
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Maneuver Description
F. Basic Aerobatics (Unusual Attitudes Training)
1. 540 Stall Turn
a. Start by performing a Stall Turn similar to that in Level II.
b. Instead of rotating the helicopter only 180 degrees this time rotate the
helicopter 540 degrees (1-1/2 revolutions).
c. This maneuver must be done both to the right and the left of the pilot.
2. Horizontal Roll
a. Helicopter flying straight and level.
b. Then rolls slowly through one (1) complete revolution.
c. This maneuver must be done from the right to the left and from the left
to the right.
3. Immelmann Turn
a. Helicopter flying straight and level.
b. Then perform 1/2 loop, to inverted.
c. Then helicopter performs 1/2 roll to upright.
d. Fly straight and level.
e. This maneuver must be done starting from both the right and the left of
the pilot.
4. 1/2 Cuban Eight
a. Helicopter flying straight and level.
b. Then perform 5/8 loop, helicopter should be inverted on a 45 degree
down line.
c. Then helicopter performs 1/2 roll to upright.
d. Level out and fly straight and level.
e. This maneuver must be done starting from both the right and the left of
the pilot.
5. Loop w/Pirouette at the Top
a. Start by performing a Loop similar to that in Level II.
b. When the helicopter is inverted add enough negative pitch to support
the helicopter and remove the Aft cyclic control.
c. Perform a Pirouette while inverted.
d. Complete the Loop as normal.
e. This maneuver must be done once with the Pirouette to the right and
once with the Pirouette to the left.
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F. Basic Aerobatics - Continued
6. Flying Circle
a. Starting from a tail-in hover, rotate the helicopter 90 degree.
b. Fly in a circle back to the starting point, while maintaining constant
altitude, and speed.
c. This maneuver must be done circling both clockwise and counterclockwise.
7. Figure of Eight - Nose-In, Tail-In
a. Take-off to eye-level, hold momentarily, hover the helicopter out to a
SAFE distance and height before starting this maneuver.
b. While maintaining constant altitude, speed and heading begin a circle to
either the right or the left with the tail of the helicopter pointing to
the center of the circle.
c. As the helicopter reaches the starting point continue hovering, but in a
circle in the opposite direction from before and with the nose of the
helicopter pointing to the center of the circle.
d. This maneuver must be done starting the nose-in circle both clockwise
and counter-clockwise.
8. Autorotation Landing
a. Starting from an altitude of no less than twenty (20) meters and on a
heading parallel to the flight line, start your Autorotation.
b. Try for a smooth constant rate of descent directly to a one (1) meter
landing circle.
c. The tail blades must stop before the helicopter touches the ground.
d. All of the helicopters landing skids must be within the landing circle.
e. This maneuver must be done starting from the right and from the left of
the pilot. The pilot may stand anywhere they wish during this
maneuver.
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Witness #1
A.

Completed Level I & II

B.

Nose-in - Hover

C.

Nose-in - Circle

D.

Nose-in - Take-off

E.

Nose-in - Landing

F.

Basic Aerobatics

Witness #2

1. 540 Stall Turn
2. Horizontal Roll
3. Immelmann Turn
4. ½ Cuban Eight
5. Loop w/Pirouette at the Top
6. Flying Circle
7. Figure of Eight - Nose-in, Tail-in
8. Autorotation Landing

Name:

IRCHA #:

Date:

IRCHA #:

PPP Level:

Witness #2:
IRCHA #:
*** Please keep a copy of this for your records ***

PPP Level:

Helicopter(s), Engine & radio used for this Level:

Email:
Witness #1:
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